“Ace” is a four-year-old dun APHA gelding that was born and raised at Feather River College. This is a rock-solid, athletic, flashy gelding! Ace is a smooth mover, has a big stop, smooth lead changes, and pretty transitions. Almost anything is possible with this horse! He has had ropes thrown from his back, dragged logs, herded horses back to their pen, ridden in the snow, put up with student shenanigans, and crossed the creek. He is currently learning to be a bridle horse with a solid bit but he can also be ridden in a snaffle or a hackamore. You are going to want to have this Ace up your sleeve!

About the Rider: Holly Hopkins
Holly is from Brentwood, CA and is a junior in the Equine and Ranch Management Bachelor Degree Program. She has been riding for over ten years and most enjoys ranch work with horses. Holly regularly competes in team penning, sorting, boxing and cutting classes. After graduation, Holly would like to work for a horse trainer in the reined cow horse or cutting industry.

“You have to be strongest when you’re feeling your weakest.” Anonymous